The millennium is a time for many people to contemplate the possibilities that might arise during this liminal period of transition. Various sorts of dangers are feared at this time of passage into a new world of temporality. In some ways it is analogous to the marking of a hyper New Year in which resolutions are made, expectations are high, and the fears of unexpected events loom. Emotions run high as uncertainties about the future arise. The YK computer problem is only one example of this: an apocalyptic computer crash is envisioned as destroying data and producing logistic, financial, and other forms of chaos.
tension thus exists, sometimes with both beliefs arising as viable possibilities within the thinking of a single religious community or individual. In the communities of the New Guinea Highlands, where we conduct our research, the new world notions seem to be overtaking those of the end times concept as the year  approaches (see the sections in this article on the Duna and on Hagen). The arrival of the twenty-first century provides a unique historical moment in which to examine the impact of Christian fundamentalist thinking, as well as other parameters of modernity, on New Guinea communities.
The essays in this special issue examine the millennial, the end time, and the new world beliefs and fears that exist among the peoples of New Guinea-a Pacific island with great geographical diversity, ranging from tropical coastal lands to riverine estuaries and montane interiors. It is also one of the most linguistically diverse places on earth (Pawley and Ross ; Foley ). The eastern half of the island is Papua New Guinea, which gained independence from Australian colonial powers in  and is constitutionally a Christian country. Christianity has been and continues to be a powerful force toward defining local and national forms of identity (Strathern and Stewart a) . The western half of New Guinea is Irian Jaya, a province of Indonesia. The Indonesian government recognizes five religions: Buddhism, Catholicism, Hinduism, Islam, and Protestant Christianity (Kipp and Rodgers ). Citizens are required by the government to affiliate themselves with one of these religions as theirs in order to qualify to vote.
This special issue of Ethnohistory examines some aspects of Christianity in New Guinea today and contributes to the larger question, What is the future of religion in the Pacific? Two hundred years after the arrivalIntroduction  tity, the construction of new community spaces, and the mixing of ''traditional'' with novel religious practices are some of the themes herein. Many observations made in these articles resonate with our findings in the Duna and Hagen areas of Papua New Guinea.
The Duna
The Duna people of Lake Kopiago in Papua New Guinea's Southern Highlands Province live in a mountainous, forested area that is scored by streams and lakes. Residents build their dwellings on hillsides or within valley pockets at altitudes ranging from , to , feet above sea level. The region is impressive for its limestone outcrops and sinkholes. The landscape's ashen stony images were (and continue to be) a source of mythological narratives about races of giant cannibalistic ancestral beings whose ossified remains were transformed into limestone. The limestone crannies and caves have provided homes for the secondary burial of human remains and the secluded dwellings for forest spirits. (In secondary burial, bones are removed from garden sites where they were first buried and placed in rock shelters.)
The region's main crops include sweet potato (for humans and for feeding pigs), taro, a variety of greens, pumpkins, and peanuts. Chickens are also raised as a source of dietary protein. The diet is supplemented by the gathering of such wild foods as pandanus nuts and the hunting of such game as marsupials and wild pigs. The Duna of the Aluni Valley routinely travel about the valley system on maintained walking trails, which provides them with opportunities to gather foods and to identify where game might be hunted.
Christianity entered the area in the s. In the past it was thought that the ground (rindi) ''finished'' (i.e., became depleted) at regular cyclical intervals and that adherence to ritual practices (rindi kiniya) was the only means to prevent the earth's complete decay (Strathern and Stewart a; Stewart and Strathern a, c; Stewart ) . These were fertilityseeking rituals like those found in Hagen and Pangia in the Female Spirit cults (Amb kor and Laiyeroa, respectively) (Stewart and Strathern a; Strathern and Stewart b) . The cyclical periodicity was thought to be fourteen generations for the Duna. By, when Charles Modjeska () worked in the Duna area, the missions already had a profound effect, and many of the rituals that the people had previously practiced had been abandoned. We have discussed some of these effects of Christianity on change in Duna society in previous publications (Strathern and Stewart ; Stewart and Strathern b, c) .
The missionaries arrived as a second wave of white people, the first wave being the explorers and government officers of the s and beyond, notably the patrol by J. L. Taylor and John Black in , whose place in local Oksapmin historical cosmology is given by Lorenzo Brutti in this issue of Ethnohistory. In the Duna area, just east of Oksapmin, there is another tradition, shared with the Huli (Frankel ), espousing that the white intruders were tama (powerful spirit beings), who had emerged out of the ground, spontaneously bringing with them a host of dangers. Such an image may also be seen as presaging epochal changes in the way that Richard Scaglion discusses in his afterword to this issue, or as signaling a return to primordial times and therefore an ''end time,'' as Dianne van Oosterhout depicts in her article on the Inanwatan.
The Christian missions strongly encouraged the local Duna people to rid themselves of their indigenous ritual objects, including their healing stones for sickness (auwi) and the divining rod (ndele rowa) for identifying witches. Most of the community ritual experts were people who had been trained through experience and by the transfer of ritual knowledge from a parent. Some bachelors directed the activities in boys' growth rituals (palena anda). It was believed that they had acquired their special knowledge directly from the Female Spirit (Payame Ima), who was believed to serve as a mentor and spirit-wife to the cult leader while he prepared Duna boys for adult life, including marriage (Stewart and Strathern a; Strathern and Stewart b) . The Payame Ima was also thought to provide the knowledge of how to use the divining rod to specific men whom she deemed worthy (Strathern and Stewart b; Stewart and Strathern b) . In certain ways the image of the Payame Ima resembles that of the female spirit Afek among the Ok people. In this issue, Brutti points out that Afek's sacred bird was the red and blue lory, whose plumes resemble the tones of sunrise and sunset. This same bird, or one similar to it, known as kiliapa in Duna, is special to the Payame Ima, along with the green and red parakeet (urungauwe), whose plumage recalls the colors of leaves and fruit on trees also associated with her.
When the Duna abandoned their pre-Christian ritual practices for Christian ones, male ritual experts often became pastors in the churches and were instructed that it was inappropriate to perpetuate pre-Christian ritual knowledge by transfer to the next generation. The sons of these men have thus lost the knowledge that in the past helped to define political positions of influence within the community.
Nowadays the indigenous notions of cyclical decline and renewal have blended into the biblical stories of creation and the end-times scenarios as depicted in the Book of Revelation. Signs of the ground's decline are noted Introduction  by the appearance of new grasses that have entered the area and are not known in the traditional botanical lexicon, which is remarkably complex and wide-ranging. Also, issues of environmental pollution associated with the Porgera goldmine and the release of mine tailings into the Strickland River merge into the concept of general ecocosmological change that some view as indications that the ground may be ''finishing'' (Stewart and Strathern c, c) . Such environmental observations blend in with perceptions of moral decline in social relations, as Chris Ballard also points out (in this issue) for the Huli.
Other environmental factors that have made the Duna worry about the end times are forest fires and drought. In  a forest fire swept through a rather large area, burning some dwellings and killing two men. In  El Niño-induced drought conditions produced famine throughout many areas of the Highlands (Allen ). The Duna were unable to grow enough food and depended on wild foods to supplement what supplies they could obtain. Later in  another forest fire burned through the Aluni Valley, destroying areas that were a resource for such wild vegetables as yams and driving out or killing such game as cassowary, wild pigs, and marsupials. The people's health waned as the drought came to a close and the rains returned. The wet weather brought epidemics (e.g., typhoid, pneumonia, and malaria), which led to the death of many small children and elderly people.
In the aftermath of these events the people claimed that many of the deaths were due to witchcraft. The witchcraft problem is seen by the locals, who primarily belong to one of two main churches (Baptist and SeventhDay Adventists), as a heightened expression of a latent condition that in better times remains under more stringent control. Because the use of the divining rods (to discover who indeed has used their witchcraft to kill someone) is not condoned by the churches, a new method of detection has risen in which a prophet uses the power that God has given to him to identify witches (Stewart and Strathern b, c) . The rise in deaths attributed to witchcraft is perhaps taken as a sign of Satanic forces running amok, and the use of prophets and prayers to deal with the problem signifies the battle on earth of evil versus good as described in Revelation.
A great deal of uncertainty about what the outcome of this battle will actually be and what will happen in the new millennium was cleverly exemplified in a statement by J. W., a young male informant in the Aluni Valley. J. W.'s wife had left him, and he was currently without a female partner. He said, ''Mi stap nating nau'' (I'm just here by myself now). He is a devout member of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church and is sincerely perplexed about whether the world might end, or if only the world as currently known might end. In both instances he is preparing himself. He adheres to his church's teachings and believes that he will enter heaven if the world ends. But if it does not end, J. W. has decided to take three wives (polygamy is prohibited for Seventh-Day Adventists). He believes that if life on earth continues, being married will be better than being by himself. By taking several wives, he believes he might gain prestige within the community and thus lead a life that reverses his earlier bad luck in making an unsuccessful marriage to a woman who later was viewed as a witch and went away. One of the Seventh-Day Adventist leaders in Pairundu studied by Holger Jebens (see the article in this issue), similarly referred to the likely effects of failed prophecy as including defections from the church.
Hagen
Hageners are also developing strategies to deal with the uncertain events that the year  may bring. The Hagen area is in the Western Highlands Province. The land is fertile there, one of the earliest known sources of agriculture (Strathern and Stewart, eds., ) . A wide range of vegetable crops (e.g., sweet potatoes and corn) is grown for subsistence and for sale in the nearby Mount Hagen market. Pigs are reared for such special uses as brideprice payments, as compensation after killings, and as donations at funeral feasts. Cash cropping is important to the people, who grow and sell coffee as a common means of earning money. Unlike the Duna of the Aluni Valley, Hageners are in frequent contact with the influences of modern life through the town of Mount Hagen.
Christianity came to the Hagen area nearly thirty years before its introduction into the Duna area. At first, Catholic and Lutheran missions were established. Later, Pentecostalist churches arrived and took hold of the people's imaginations. The main churches in our research area include the Catholics, Lutherans, and Assemblies of God (Stewart and Strathern d) . Many of the ways in which Hageners are coping with the impending millennium have been discussed in other papers (Stewart and Strathern a, e, f, in press; Strathern and Stewart , b, c, in press a) . Some of these include dreaming and interpreting dreams that are thought to be direct messages from the Holy Spirit, God, or Jesus. Dreaming in Hagen has always been an important means of acquiring information from the ancestral spirits, but nowadays the experience is seen as fulfilling biblical prophecy: ''And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions: And also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days will I pour out my spirit'' (Joel :-).
Introduction  In addition to seeking dream experiences, many people fast and pray to strengthen their noman (mind) (Strathern and Stewart d) . This is thought to be a mechanism for preparing a person to make decisions that are in accordance with biblical teaching, thus ensuring that they are ready for entry into heaven. During  the El Niño drought and famine conditions that struck the Highlands made many Hageners afraid that they might die. Some saw this as a sign that the end times were close at hand. By  the drought had ended and the fertile Hagen area had once again become green with regrowth, but this too was seen by some as a sign of the end times and a test by God to determine who would stay faithful during times of plenty. One Hagener asked, ''Will we forget that God is able to destroy us by frost and drought?'' Some Hageners believe that God is preparing the earth for the year  by sending the AIDS virus to Papua New Guinea. The narrative of AIDS having arrived in the country is a relatively new one. Several informants told us that AIDS had only arrived in : ''The time of God is coming up. The rugby player B. went and got AIDS and brought it to PNG.'' This man slept with many, many women and they became sick. Many people told us this story about a rugby player who went abroad and slept with a woman who knew that she had AIDS. After having intercourse with the rugby player, she is said to have left a note for him on his hotel room table that said, ''Welcome to the World of AIDS.'' It is also reported that the man has since died, as have his two wives and some of the other women with whom he had sexual relations.
In a  interview with a Hagen woman, we were told:
White people would have made medicine for this but they haven't and that's because it's the time of God's return. They would have made it and they should have made it but they didn't so that is a sign that this sickness marks God's return. There is no medicine for this and people are dying from this sickness. This is a punishment from God. Because white people would have received from God the knowledge to make a medicine for the sickness. But God wants this sickness to come up and kill people so that more will repent and come into the church and this will then herald in the Last Days. . . . Some people are trying to take medicine for AIDS like shark grease or snake oil but it doesn't work. It is not strong enough because this is God's curse. They can take medicine but if God has cursed them then that is it-it won't work. This is a strong talk that will guide us in our actions whether the world ends or not, this is an important thing. (Stewart and Strathern d) The rate of HIV infection in New Guinea is very high. The headline for the  December  issue of the Papua New Guinea newspaper the PostCourier read, ''PNG has highest AIDS rate in Pacific. '' Even in the face of so many signs that the apocalypse may soon occur, a great uncertainty exists as to what the year  will actually herald. One female Hagener put it this way: ''In the year  God will destroy the bad people. We don't know what he will do or how this will happen. But something will happen and that is why we pray all the time. The Holy Spirit speaks to us and we obey it. In  the Holy Spirit will take us somewhere else-to a new land.'' But will this ''new land'' be one of their own making? The Assembly of God congregation in the community is actively collecting the funds to build a new church that will be more durable than the current one (compare this with the construction of the church described in Ira Bashkow's article in this issue). Men and women are working to gather the money needed for this project that will create a new community space, a focus for the worship of God that could serve as a sign to God that the people understand that the ''new land'' is the old land transformed through their altered lives and renegotiated and reconstructed identities.
Many of the processes mentioned throughout this issue that are being used to negotiate around the apocalyptic vision of the year  are similar, and in some instances the same as those seen in earlier cults that arose in response to a range of ideological, geographical, and temporal situations of change.
Cargo Cults and the Red-Box Money Cult
Introduction  sacred spaces, () creation of social networks that are bounded in new ways, and () elaboration of myths and/or biblical stories to provide an exegetical backdrop for the movement and to sustain it.
Many of the contemporary millennial beliefs in New Guinea resonate strongly with cargo cult movements, which represent a mixture of traditional myths, biblical stories, and imported ideological constructs (Lawrence ; Trompf ; Lindstrom ; McDowell ; Lattas , ). These cults anticipated a new age that was expected to bring wealth and abundance. They often had a particular individual leader who was a prophet, combining indigenous and Christian powers (Trompf, ed. , ; Loeliger and Trompf ; Stewart ; Whitehouse , ). Many of these leaders were to varying degrees conflated with the biblical figure of Jesus (Gibbs ; Lawrence and Meggitt ; Kempf ; Kamma ; Stewart and Strathern a, f) .
One example of such a figure portrayed in a legendary genre among the Simbu (Chimbu) people of the Papua New Guinea Highlands is Magruai (Rambo ) . Stories about Magruai say that he arrived in the Chimbu area before the Christian missions, by sliding down a lightning bolt from the sky. A severe chicken-pox-like epidemic that took the lives of many people was attributed to Magruai, who was seen as a messenger of God, the wrathful figure of the Old Testament. He was dependent on local hosts for food and shelter and was said to have the power to speak all languages. (This idea may have arisen if he had traveled through different regions where he might have become acquainted with a number of local languages, a practice that was not uncommon for men who were trading goods, such as axes or bird plumes, across linguistic boundaries.) There are two commonly collected narratives about Magruai. First, he was able to magically transform small quantities of vegetable foods into abundant amounts by placing a small portion of the food into a section of bamboo and cooking it. Karl Rambo () says that this theme of magically producing plenty from little is common in Chimbu folktales. Second, Magruai was accidentally shot with an arrow, but when he removed the weapon from the side of his body no wound or scar existed.
Magruai's departure from Chimbu seems to be as unclear as his arrival. He is either reported to have ''disappeared to parts unknown, never to have been seen again, or to have traveled to the west. . . . One teenage informant claims that older people told him that Magruai was eventually killed by some group of New Guinea highlanders and nailed to a wooden cross'' (ibid.: ). Shortly after Magruai left the area, the missions entered with their teachings about Jesus. ''Magruai began to be interpreted as a local manifestation of Jesus and his disappearance from the local scene is now directly related to the appearance of the missionizing and colonializing forces'' that arrived subsequently (ibid.: ). This conflation of identities may have partially to do with the fact that the early Catholic missionary workers in Chimbu attempted to bring Christianity alive for the people by drawing parallels between biblical stories and elements of local mythology and religious beliefs (ibid.: ). This practice was seen also in other areas throughout New Guinea, as discussed in several articles in this issue.
The conflation of Magruai with Jesus may also be partially explained by the fact that a Catholic mission had been established on the opposite side of a large mountain range across from Chimbu. Even though the missions had not yet arrived in Chimbu, no doubt their presence and their teachings had preceded them. Perhaps some aspects of the biblical stories of Jesus filtered through to the Chimbu people at the time that Magruai resided in their community. This spreading of religious and ritual knowledge is typical throughout New Guinea through time. Before Christianity traveled across the landscape, other ''ritual packets'' had moved from region to region in a similar way, undergoing local transmogrifications to fit into particular preexisting ideological schemata. The Female Spirit cults in the Highlands, as previously mentioned regarding the Duna, are an example of this process, as are the kinetically similar ritual trackways found throughout the Duna area (Stewart ) . The Red-Box Money cult in Mount Hagen, for example, had its ideological origins in the coastal area of Madang, and it was transported to the Highlands (Strathern -).
Certain forerunner aspects of present-day millennial cults are found in the Red-Box Money cult and are also seen in the complex of ideas summed up in the notion of kogono (labor) among the Wiru in Pangia in the Southern Highlands of Papua New Guinea (Clark ). In general, both these instances and today's millenarian activities are rooted in ritualized responses to, or ways of bringing about, social change. At a deeper level, they are concerned with questions of fertility, wealth, and renewal of the world that are connected with the propensity to see a need for such a renewal at intervals of time or to construct time in terms of this need itself. An entire continuum of ritual activity can be traced from fertility cults, through colonial cults of perturbation and change to today's ferment of opinions and actions regarding the world's end. Although the times and circumstances are different, the processes of attempting to make a new age come into being are very similar.
A common theme of fertility found in these renewal cults is often expressed in ideas and practices regarding water. In the Kor Wöp (Male Spirit) cult and in the Eimb (Fertility) cult, both in Hagen, the cult site was built around a spot where spring water bubbled up from the earth. The spring source was channeled and made to flow in an orderly fashion by a ritual expert or overseer. Its correct directionality and its purity were important parts of the ritual power attributed to the cult itself.
In the Red-Box Money cult there was a similar ritual sequence. In his autobiography, Ru-Kundil, a Kawelka leader, records that male participants in the Red-Box cult drew water from a stream in bamboo tubes so that it ran close to the cult house for the benefit of the ''wind people'' (ancestors, ghosts, or spirits). ''Here it spilled out and there were little pools everywhere and beside these they planted flowers and decorated the waterside very well. Then they saw that the pond had in it a big fish which used to play and swim around'' (Strathern, trans. : ). The running water here is a mark of fertility, also designed to please the wind people and induce them magically to create money for the cultists.
The Red-Box Money cult involved the belief that ancestral spirits were able and willing to give money to the living who believed in their powers and left offerings of food. The money was thought to be given by the ancestors a little bit at a time until a large sum had been amassed. It was important for the cultists to let the small sums of money rest undisturbed and unexposed to the gaze of others so that the amount of money would continue to grow. The funds were put in red patrol boxes that could be locked, hiding the increasing amounts until they were ready to see the light of day as fully multiplied banknotes bound into bundles. Although the cult failed to produce the enormous increase or increment in money that people desired when they entered it in  through , it marked a part of the transition toward the general use of money in exchanges in Hagen. Since then the Hageners have struggled with the implications of this transition (Strathern and Stewart b Wealth, here equated with the World Bank, is seen as breaking open from the sky, the place of the mythical originators of wealth (as well as fertility), and coming down to the people, in an image that seems to foreshadow the idea of the New Jerusalem descending from heaven.
The Australian colonial administration monitored the cult closely until it failed and its adherents disbanded of their own accord. To eradicate ''cargo thinking'' of this kind, the administration had taken a prominent local leader on a flight to Canberra to show him the Australian Mint and thus demonstrate the real source of money. However, this same leader later was prominently involved in the cult, perhaps seeing it as an alternative method of money production.
Today's new world imagery is derived directly from biblical sources, and the concern for obtaining wealth has been funneled through a set of theological and eschatological notions that separate the spiritual from the material and tend to privilege the former against the latter. This helps explain the fluctuating attitudes toward money during the s. From  to  people regarded money, and the commodified secular relationships its use created, as dangerous and evil (Stewart and Strathern a, e) . But by  they had already shifted their emphasis. Money was now all right, provided it was used for God's purposes, and so God's blessing would enable people to obtain money they needed for his work. The process of realigning money with the ritual sources of wealth had thus begun again.
In the case of the Wiru in Pangia, there were no money cults of the Red-Box kind. The particularities of colonial experience in Pangia help explain this point. Colonial control came very late to the area (in the s) and began with the introduction of cash cropping and development for the local people rather than simply with labor migration and the use of shell valuables to pay for local labor and services. The people moved directly into an attempted mimesis of the white colonial personages whom they observed. They did this through running stores, businesses, cattle projects, growing coffee, building government roads, and the like. Colonial control was strict, but it was supported by the idea that it was all designed to benefit the local people. The Wiru responded ritually: they took up the literal adherence to work regimes as the sure means to obtain the whites' wealth. Jeffrey Clark (: ) has called this the kogono ethos, which he refers to as ''a cult of sorts.'' Kogono (labor) is a term cognate with expressions found in the languages of areas north of Pangia from which the colonial authorities themselves first emerged. For the Wiru the connection between money and labor clearly held other resonances, at least in the villages where Clark worked, because people told him that their reason for shifting from spirit cults to development projects and Christianity was that by this means they ''obtained the power of '' (ibid.: ). As Clark (ibid.) further points out, '', the number of the beast (Revelation :), is a complex concept in Introduction  Pangia,'' and it is a multivocal symbol (see also Robbins  on Urapmin ideas about ). The number  is directly conflated with ''the power of Europeans as the source of money'' (Clark : ). Although  was considered dangerous, it was also seen as a source of magical growth and power, the power to multiply wealth that was also at the heart of the RedBox Money cult in Hagen. Hence, Pangia notions of kogono, while ostensibly aligned with European ideologies of work and labor, were also cognate with Hagen ideas about ritual work, since the Red-Box Money cult itself was described in Hagen as köpkö kongon (''wind work''), the ancestral spirits now seen as traveling on the wind and bringing wealth from distant places as airplanes did. In Pangia the responses to change also included early Christian revival movements, in which the pagan past was repudiated in favor of the new power source, the Christian God. The pursuit of power and wealth has remained constant, while the ritual pattern of the Wiru was sharply altered. Such revivals, like today's millennial ideas and actions, were adjustive and creative movements, attempts to understand and influence change generally, but always with an underlying concern for renewal and fertility in which money tends to appear as a central symbol.
The Contributors' Articles
Each situation analyzed by the contributors in this issue displays some unique characteristic or combination of circumstances. Overall, however, we are struck by the dense mesh of interconnecting themes and also by the fact that the mesh extends across the island of New Guinea as a whole. In Dianne van Oosterhout's essay on the Inanwatan of Irian Jaya, the specific cosmic picture of how sexual reproduction came into being and how this was linked with the emergence of witchcraft seems particular to her area, although clearly resonating both with Christian ideas and those from the Duna area regarding the entry of witchcraft into the human world (see Stewart and Strathern b) . In a host of other themes similarities emerge between Irian Jaya and Papua New Guinea that reveal similar frameworks of historical experience, reinterpretations of experience, and the emergence of new roles. First, there is the dimension of political centrality and peripherality. The Inanwatan perceive themselves as peripheral now, whereas they were powerful before, and their millenarian practices and ideas express their wish to reverse this situation. Their ideas of lost knowledge and generational depletion tie in with this perception and are comparable to those of the Huli and the Duna in Papua New Guinea's Southern Highlands Province. Ritual power also has its origins, its trackways, and its directionalities, and millenarian notions invoke these as the perceived sources of both renewal and depletion. In the Inanwatan case this is further tied in with ideas about sky beings, including the sun, and Keke'ao, the original goddess. While the notion of the sun having moved away from the earth ties in with eastern Indonesian motifs, the invocation of the sky beings as such finds many parallels in highlands Papua New Guinea (Strathern and Stewart in press b).
These cosmological themes are then woven into, mapped onto, Christianity. In turn, the Christian narratives are remapped onto Inanwatan topography, making a new and manipulable sacred landscape. The sun can be Jesus or God, and its pathways have ritual significance, as in Chris Ballard's () study of the Huli. The quest for oil by mining companies is seen as reflecting secret cosmological truths, as happens with the Duna. God tests people by environmental perturbations, as the Hagen people claimed during the - drought and subsequently. The Biak (Irian Jaya) tsunami marked God's punishment of the people, as was also claimed in  after the disastrous tsunami at Aitape on the northern coast of Papua New Guinea. As in Hagen, Christian rituals, prophets, and healers slot into the places of traditional practitioners, and women find new roles as Christian healers and visionaries. Christianity finally comes to stand for a wider identity, here compared with Islam and the wider state, in Papua New Guinea as a marker of the nation seen as a Christian country.
At the deepest comparative level, what is most interesting in the Inanwatan case is the correspondence of wealth and fertility and fertility as a vital secret of power. Van Oosterhout takes this correspondence as basic to her argument, because tying the strings of time together also means a symbolic return to the womb, citing here Bernard Juillerat's remarks regarding the Yafar people of Papua New Guinea. Lost knowledge translates to loss of fertility powers, of complete regeneration, which the millennium is expected to bring back.
Brutti's article here on the Oksapmin area in Papua New Guinea, which serves as a sequel to an earlier essay (Brutti ), ties in closely with the theme of the search for fertility, since one of the major precolonial rituals he discusses, the yuan-han, essentially had to do with the generational recreation of fertility across the Oksapmin landscape by means of the distribution of body parts from a human sacrificial victim. The same idea, with a similar point of origin, formed the basis of the Duna hambua hatya cult (Stewart ) . The yuan hän was given up after the entry of Christian missionaries into Oksapmin, but the Oksapmin people have integrated their historical experience of the Europeans as a whole by incorporating them into the same mythological structure that underpinned the yuan-hän, the narrative of the canonical acts of the female spirit Afek. In this narrative Introduction  the Europeans are represented as the ambiguous descendants of a secret last son of Afek, whom it was believed she hid away but endorsed with wealth and knowledge. It is this wealth and knowledge that the Oksapmin perhaps hoped to receive as a result of the intrusion of the whites into their world. Essentially the same theme is found in Donald Tuzin's () study of religious change and millennial thinking among the Ilahita Arapesh in the East Sepik province of Papua New Guinea. The idea of lost knowledge is commonly found in Irian Jaya, as the articles by Jaap Timmer and van Oosterhout in this issue show. The revised Afek myth linking Europeans to the origins of the Ok themselves perhaps may be seen as a counteractive or counterbalancing response to the loss of control over power experienced in the abandonment or suppression of the yuan hän ritual.
Timmer's essay on the Imyan of Teminabuan in Irian Jaya stands in an interesting relationship of overlap and counterpoint to van Oosterhout's article on Inanwatan. In both essays the themes of lost power and knowledge and the vision of the millennium as the time of their recovery appear strongly. Both authors explain that the peoples studied felt that they had been marginalized in the new Indonesian state, and that their Christian religious identity is now being used as a focus for the recovery of their self-esteem and resistance to outside power. The reinscription of their landscape by its new association with biblical themes also appears in both cases. Timmer situates his study more in the realm of the wider arena of politics and interethnic relations, as is appropriate to the former position of the Imyan in relation to the sultanates and trading ties in Indonesia. He also stresses the significance of the initiation lore (wuon), controlled in the past by men, and counterposes this to witchcraft (lait), attributed to women. Lait is clearly a version of suangi as found in Inanwatan, and the gendering of blame is similar in the two cases, although the cosmology is different. In both cases Old Testament biblical notions regarding Adam and Eve are blended in with indigenous notions about gender. Whereas the Imyan contrast wuon and lait, the Inanwatan recognize a single category of poweriware-which appears in either a creative or a potentially destructive guise. The Imyan's bifurcated epistemological view leads them to assert that because of wuon's demise through the early missionaries' attacks on indigenous ritual, the power of lait has increased and men fear it greatly. By the same token, they are alarmed that in Christian terms Satan's power is increasing among them as they approach the millennium. Exactly the same configuration was occurring among the Duna in  (Stewart and Strathern b) .
A theme that is clearly pointed out in Timmer's article is that of specific resistance and opposition to Indonesian political control. Although there is also criticism of the early Dutch missionaries, the Christian religion today is taken by the Imyan, as by the Inanwatan, as a focus for their own identity in opposition to the Islamic state or the Indonesian state that recognizes only certain religions as agama (''official religions''). This appropriation of Christianity is matched with another subversive appropriation. The power of the Indonesian state itself, as established by its president, Sukarno, is declared to have been derived from the land of Irian Jaya, through Sukarno's act of ''digging up'' the garuda bird and the banyan tree and taking these away as the symbols of resistance to the Netherlands. Sukarno thus took away Irian's ritual power, and the Imyan want it back for themselves. This classic inversion mirrors the people's struggle to reverse the order of precedence and centrality back into their favor.
Narratives of this kind are likely to be developed in the absence of practical power to bring about true radical change. But the power of symbols should not be underestimated. Such a symbol is the reinscription of the landscape, a process that brings the local again into alignment with a sacred set of names denoting power. Naming and name changing are in fact vital elements in struggles for power and for the reconceptualization of the world, and names are also connected with essentially apocalyptic values. The true name reveals the true source of power.
This point also resonates with materials from Papua New Guinea. In the Red-Box cult in Hagen, for example, adherents declared that the spirits no longer wished to be called kor wamb as before, now preferring köpkö wamb (wind people). If they were given their old name, it was said they would not bring the desired sums of money. The idea of wind referred to the spirits' putative (and new) ability to travel on the wind between Port Moresby, the capital of Papua New Guinea, and Hagen. More deeply, it was perhaps cognate with the ideas about ''magical wind'' expressed by the Imyan, a wind that enabled everything to be created and is perhaps the same as the breeze in which God came to Adam and removed a rib to create Adam's female companion, Eve. Wind and breath are also related to each other. Already at this time in Hagen people were well acquainted with the Holy Spirit as a concept associated with breath and wind. The point is that by naming themselves anew, the spirits escaped from the stigma mission evangelists placed on them. It also gave them an appellation referring to apocalyptic power.
A similar notion was found at the time in baptismal names ingeniously invented and given to Hagen converts by the Lutheran Church. These were new names built on the converts' previous Melpa (the Hagen language) names, giving them an apocalyptic dimension. Thus Kuri (meaning ''white bird of paradise'') became Kur-iti (to witness), and Pepa (paper) became Pea-ndui (to open up, reveal) . The impact of this new practice on people's consciousness was considerable. Nowadays, when a Hagener is baptized into the church, he or she takes a biblical name and asks that it be used instead of the old name. The new name announces the individual's new Christian identity every time it is spoken; this new name is said by some to be written in the Book of Life that God possesses, which lists those who will be admitted into heaven. When an important male leader such as RuKundil is given the name Noah, a name not given to anyone else in the community, this definitely has millennial overtones.
Finally, these apocalyptic dimensions find their strongest expression among the Imyan in ideas about sky beings and the desire to renew communication with them by way of the ''magical canoe.'' Ideas of this kind, it is becoming clear, are widespread and important both in eastern Indonesia and in the Papua New Guinea Highlands, where notions about sky beings are tied in with narratives of origin and with fertility cults as well as millenarian cults (Strathern and Stewart in press b; Feil : ) .
The Imyan, though seeing themselves as marginal, are perhaps in a stronger position politically than the Inanwatan. They view the millennium as meaning their recovery of wuon and victory over Indonesian control. The Inanwatan appear to see it less in this evolutionary way and more in the ''involutionary'' way, as depicted by van Oosterhout, as a return to the beginning of time and the reestablishment of proper power as iware. Although both groups construct their future in terms of a recovery of power from the past, the Imyan seem to give that recovery a distinct political cast, whereas for the Inanwatan, who are demographically in decline, it appears to be more closely tied in with the general value of fertility itself.
Bashkow's article on findings made in the Arapesh area of Papua New Guinea's East Sepik Province provides an interesting counterpoint to the two case studies from Irian Jaya, which stress mythological and political projects of collectivities and individuals. Among the Arapesh in Wautogik, somewhat by contrast, the dominant theme is flux and uncertainty. Bashkow wrote his essay from the field and intentionally stressed the uncertainties and perplexities of ordinary people against the proclamations of priests and evangelists; his account carries an immediacy that connects with our own field experiences in Hagen and Duna, where people express doubts and anxiously inquire what we think and can share, because we are outsiders and therefore may have information that they somehow do not have. The details that Bashkow discusses clearly reveal how widespread the network of rumor and idea transmission is in today's Papua New Guinea, where radios, fax machines, and newspapers circulate stories rapidly, leading to an information overload and a deficiency in certainty of truth. Nu-merous surface details of people's talk and actions in Wautogik duplicate those collected in Hagen. For example, charismatic Catholic practices are the same, the South Seas Evangelical Church's use of five-gallon containers as drums parallels the practice of the charismatic Catholics in Hagen, the interpretation of the Aitape/Sissano tidal wave disaster is the same in this area and in Hagen, and the stress on being ready for the millennium (but how so and for what exactly?) is also found in Hagen and Duna. All this is impressive as evidence of an endogenous globalization that is reshaping the cultural landscapes of Papua New Guinea and is brought sharply into relief at Wautogik, where traditional custom is seen as replaced by new Christian ways. But Bashkow's article also provides pointers to deeper comparative themes, as evident in the essays by Timmer and van Oosterhout.
Basic to Bashkow's approach, and to his understanding of indigenous skepticism, is the question of evidence for truth. Because sources of knowledge about the millennium and the crucial biblical narratives regarding it are located overseas, the Wautogik people do not see themselves as having immediate evidentiary access to authenticating it. Analogously, the millennial stories are not ones they can own and have authority over, because the places they refer to are not the Wautogik people's places. Remembering the point that both van Oosterhout and Timmer make regarding the reinscription of place names from the Bible onto the local topography, we see that the Wautogik people essentially share the same epistemology of truth and verification as the Inanwatan and Imyan, but they have not taken the step (yet) of reinscription. Hence their millennial discussions remain soft and uncommitted; or else they have not taken the step because their ideas are not adequately substantiated in their own minds to take this action at this time.
The drive to give information local meaning is found everywhere and fits with our work on local signs of the millennium in Hagen (Strathern and Stewart ) . Such signs are embodied in the landscape and thereby become an ontological ground for millennial ideas. The elaborate church building in Wautogik carries this further into the world of ritual artifacts that hold sacred power in place, affixed to locality. Notable in Wautogik is the diaspora involvement: remaking the community by drawing back its elite members. All of these actions flow from the epistemology of the local as the anchor of truth. Even the national or international level has to be authenticated locally if it is to take root. The church building then is the sign and demonstration of this process, in antithesis to the skepticism of discourse regarding the year  itself. The world's end is being used as a means to remake the world in what Bashkow neatly calls the Sisyphean Introduction  drive toward local unity. Or, we may add, as a means to reshape a new unity in both spiritual and political terms.
An emphasis on spirituality as opposed to cargo in the material sense is what Jan Bieniek and Garry W. Trompf discuss in their coauthored essay, which places data from Kasap in the Highlands (Enga) and Sek in the northern seaboard (Madang) areas together in an effort to see how millennial debates are proceeding in two different areas with Catholic traditions. As other authors have rightly pointed out (Clark ; Feil ; Strathern -), they see no evidence of a more secular attitude in the Highlands by comparison with more religious ones on the coast. Rather, they see in both places a spiritual ferment connected with ideas about the good life (gutpela sindaun) and humanity's overall eschatological fate that derives from the teachings of the various churches as well as from the people's own attempts to grapple with these teachings. As it happens, Sek was one of the homes of the Red-Box Money cult in , just before it spread to Hagen in . It is therefore interesting to see what has happened to cargo ideas since then. It appears that these ideas have been overtaken by perceptions of worsening social conditions, shared widely in Papua New Guinea. These in turn have been taken as signs of apocalyptic events due to occur in . The co-occurrence of disaster with a calendrical turning point has thus led to radical searches for how to survive the millennium and to reach the good times envisioned beyond it. The spiritual merges with the material in this image.
For Kasap in the Highlands, Bieniek and Trompf point out that it was an origin place of the indigenous Kepele cult of fertility and had also been affected by the Sun and Shaker movement in early colonial times during the s, with stories of its followers being swallowed by a lake (Gibbs : ). They illustrate how futuristic ideas and rumors circulated from around the time of independence in  and stretch toward  itself. The dawning of the twenty-first century is seen as the culmination of an epoch beginning in . In terms of perceptions of material wealth, the Kasap people have been affected by the proximity of the Porgera goldmine and their own inability to profit from it other than by organizing raids on vehicles on the Highlands Highway. Social disorders connected with their marginalized position have subsequently sparked new revival movements with a decidedly ethical and political cast in which gambling, Sunday markets, and fighting are prohibited and attempts are made to try to create regional unity among the twelve local clans. It is clearly evident how religious movements are in various ways responses to local political and economic circumstances. Spiritual reform is seen as the necessary way to achieve so-cial blessings. Perhaps legitimate material wealth is again envisaged as a further stage of history. The phrases gutpela sindaun (the good life) and access to paua (power) encompass the idea of material well-being as a result of spiritual well-being. A fitting example, both for the past and the present, is that in the God Tri Wan (God Three in One) movement, small huts were built to hold the movement's symbols. These huts resembled the Kepele cult houses for which Kasap is well-known. This represents a two-way inscription of the local. The huts were described, it appears, as temples.
Bieniek and Trompf note the presence in the Enga area of Seventh-Day Adventists along with Catholics. These two churches have a long-standing history of antagonism. Jebens, writing on Pairundu in Southern Highlands Province, brings this point to the fore. One of the interests of Jebens's article is that it spans before and after periods relating to a prediction that a star or stars would destroy the earth in . The idea was said to have been promulgated by ''a scientist'' and spread in the media (it also corresponds to Revelation :). In  when Jebens went back to his field area, rather than being perturbed by the failure of this prediction to come true, people had simply moved on to thinking about  as the significant date, with a new countdown scenario. This provides a plus ça change hypothesis for what will happen after .
Jebens points to several interesting features that link his materials to their regional setting, thus doing his own comparative exercise as he goes along. The Pairundu, like the Wiru of Pangia, linked moral decay to the deterioration they perceived in the earth's productivity, an idea shown most markedly by the Huli and the Duna. The Pairundu did not indigenously have an entropic generational theory of the cosmos as did the Duna, so it is clear that ideas of decline can rapidly blend into an area without such a preexisting indigenous base. The notion of the world's end is in fact a commentary on the morals of the junior generation.
Another issue is that of sande lo, the law of worshiping on Sunday, which the Adventists (who worship on Saturday) see as being imposed by the Pope in the future on all churches but especially on them. They also believe that the use of a new currency, with the image of the Pope's head, will be imposed on them. We found exactly the same narrative given in Hagen (Strathern and Stewart , c) . In  a Seventh-Day Adventist church elder recited with stolid conviction that the Pope was going to try to take over the government in Papua New Guinea. Conflict between the Seventh-Day Adventists and other churches over the day of worship was also a source of trouble in the s in Hagen (Strathern : -). In counterpoint to this primal conflict scenario, the Catholics in Pairundu in  introduced a new set of decrees that mimicked those of the Seventh- Day Adventists, so as to be in harmony with the ''last times.'' Again, the same processes were in train about the same time in Hagen (Strathern : ).
Jebens's article contains within it another comparative dimension between Pairundu, where eschatological discussions in - were fervent, and the coastal village of Koimumu, where Jebens worked in - and found that these discussions were conspicuous by their absence. This comparison between different local areas leads him to discuss the meaning of the idea of Christ's Second Coming in Pairundu. Koimumu is a coastal village in West New Britain Province, with extensive experience of colonial and postcolonial change since the s and a history of movements for change that the people nowadays reject as cargo cults. The Koimumu appear to have greater access to cash incomes than the Pairundu. In - they were aware that they had lost cultural practices, and they objectified their own identity in this respect more than the Pairundu. Jebens also suggests that their early history of millennial disappointments may have contributed to their present disinclination toward millennial predictions. For Pairundu he notes the arguments regarding episodic time and cyclical notions of decline and renewal (also reviewed ably by Richard Scaglion in his afterword to this issue). Jebens adds to these the perception, derived from Clark's () work on Pangia, that the colonial experience itself has influenced such notions, causing people to compare themselves unfavorably with the Europeans and perhaps therefore to see heaven as the place where autonomy and equality will exist among all people, both within and beyond the Pairundu cultural context. Material equality will then be the marker of social equality. Because the Pairundu equate the Second Coming with their own prospects of accession to heaven, their desire for heaven may act as a sufficient explanation for their millenarian notions. Equally, if this desire is not met in , they may initially readjust their calendrical expectations, but in the longer run they may become quite disillusioned. In that case they may not be consoled, as the Koimumu villagers are, by the level of their economic progress. Jebens states that in  only one Pairundu man had managed to save enough money to buy two pieces of corrugated iron. Jebens's careful comparative reflections on differences between the Pairundu and the Koimumu enable his readers to assess factors in ways not accessible in single studies. We have found similar food for thought in contrasts and similarities between the Hagen and the Duna areas.
These two articles, by Bieniek and Trompf and by Jebens, consciously contribute to the wider comparative and synthetic exercise of making sense of millenarian manifestations throughout New Guinea. Each author in this issue has approached the problem from a particular angle. All of their ap-
